
Solve. x + 4 – 7x = 22
x + 4 – 7x = 22

Combine like terms

-6x + 4 = 22

Subtract 4 from both sides

-6x = 18

Divide both sides by -6

x = -3

move +4 to the right side of the equal sign

x-7x=22-4

combine like terms

-6x=18

divide -6 both sides and x will be.....

-3

Monica makes at most three times as much as George serving yogurt at the local yogurt shop. If Monica makes $5.50 per hour, what is an inequality for the
amount of money George makes?
What does Agape mean to you? ?????
Known as the twilight zone, the mesopelagic zone meets the photic zone above and becomes very dark as depth increases. Temperature decrease; pressure
increases. Because nutrients are limited here, some animals rise to the photic zone at night for food. Many animals in this subzone can eat animals larger than
themselves because they are equipped with large sharp teeth with expandable jaws and stomachs. Another key physical feature of animals living in this zone is
____________, which has a variety of purposes, including predator deterrence, communication, and lures for prey. A) symbiosis



B) transparency
C) bioluminescence
D) oversized scales
Which is an example of a union strategy that took advantage of a Confederate weekness
Mary's Music Store reported net income of $135,000. Beginning balances in Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable were $29,000 and $26,000,
respectively. Ending balances in these accounts were $30,000 and $24,000, respectively. Assuming that all relevant information has been presented, Mary's net
cash flows from operating activities would be: $132,000.
$134,000.
$136,000.
$138,000.
Answer True or False. Many settlers were new immigrants Just beginning Their lives in America. A.) True
B.) False
Who among the following is associated with contributions to quality control in operations? management? A. Henry Ford B. W. Edwards Deming C. Henri Fayol
D. Frank Gilbreth E. Charles Babbage
What's the difference between electromagnetic waves and electromagnetic spectrum?
Need help with son's homework I will give 30 points!!! Please show work Daniel's house is located b miles from his school. The swimming pool is 3 miles
farther from his school. His Dr. office is 4 miles less than twice the distance from home to Daniel's school.

A. Write an expression that shows the distance from Daniel's house to the swimming pool.

B. Write an expression that shows the distance from Daniel's house to his Dr's office

C. if b=3, is the swimming pool or Dr's office closer to Daniel's house? How much closer
What is tbe mass of ca present in 15g of cesium acetate, formula csch3coo?
What evidence exists to support that the Indious valley civilization was a central government rather than a group of anonymous city states
A bottle of Charlie's favorite brand of orange juice has 7 servings. Each serving is 240 milliliters. How many millimeters of orange juice is in the whole bottle?
Which of the following elements would you expect to be most reactive, based on the number of valence electrons it has? A.Magnesium (Mg) B.Sodium (Na)
C.Aluminum (Al) D.Sulfur (S)
What are the intercepts of the equation 7x ? 2y ? 14z = 56? (8, 0, 0), (0, 28, 0), (0, 0, 4)

(8, 0, 0), (0, –28, 0), (0, 0, –4)

(8, 0, 0), (0, 28, 0), (0, 0, –4)



(8, 0, 0), (0, –28, 0), (0, 0, 4)
1. A goal is scored in soccer when (1 point) O the ball hits the outside of the net
O the ball crosses the goal line
O the ball hits the goal post
Onone of the above
Delirium is considered to be a geriatric ____
Their father settled their argument in the most JUDICIOUS way possible. What does the word Judicious mean in this sentance, or what is the equivalent of it.? -
unfair
-thoughful
-quick
-arbitrary
To be effective, key choices must be _____.

1. Home
2. More Solution
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